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8.8.2 RACH preamble detection in multipath fading case 3

8.8.2.1 Definition and applicability

The performance requirement of RACH for preamble detection in in multipath fading case 3 is determined by the two
parameters probability of false detection of the preamble (Pfa) and the probability of detection of preamble (Pd). The
performance is measured by the required Ec/N0 at probability of detection, Pd of 0.99 and 0.999. Pfa is defined as a
conditional probability of erroneous detection of the preamble when input is only noise (+interference). Pd is defined as
conditional probability of detection of the preamble when the signal is present. Pfa shall be 10-3 or less. Only one
signature is used and it is known by the receiver.

The requirement in this subclause shall apply to base stations intended for general-purpose applications.

8.8.2.2 Conformance requirement

The Pd shall be above or equal to the limits for the Ec/N0 specified in table 8.18.

Table 8.18: Preamble detection requirements in fading case 3 channel

Pd = 0.99 Pd = 0.999
Required Ec/N0 -15.5 dB -13.4 dB

The reference for this requirement is TS 25.104 subclause 8.7.1.

8.8.2.3 Test purpose

The test shall verify the receiver's ability to detect RACH preambles under multipath fading case 3 propagation
conditions.

8.8.2.4 Method of test

8.8.2.4.1 Initial conditions

Test environment: normal; see subclause 4.4.1.

RF channels to be tested: B, M and T; see subclause 4.8

1) Connect the BS tester generating the wanted signal, multipath fading simulators and AWGN generators to both
BS antenna connectors for diversity reception via a combining network as shown in annex B.

8.8.2.4.2 Procedure

1) Adjust the AWGN generator to -84 dBm/3.84 MHz at the BS input.

2) The characteristics of the wanted signal shall be configured according to the corresponding UL reference
measurement channel defined in annex A.

3)   The multipath fading emulators shall be configured according to the corresponding channel model defined in
annex D.

4)3) Adjust the equipment so that required Ec/N0 specified in table 8.18 is achieved. To achieve the specified
Ec/NO, the wanted signal level (of the preamble part) at the BS input should be adjusted to: -84+Ec/N0 [dBm].
The wanted signal levels during transmission (of the preamble part) at the BS input for the specified Ec/N0 levels
in table 8.18 is found in table 8.19.

Table 8.19: Wanted signal levels (of the preamble part) during transmission in fading case 3 channels

Pd = 0.99 Pd = 0.999
Wanted signal level during transmission -99.5 dBm -97,4 dBm
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5)4) The test signal generator sends a preamble and the receiver tries to detect the preamble. This pattern is
repeated. Preamble detection should be made only on those access slots a preamble has been sent in.

Preamble Preamble

Figure 8.3: RACH test signal pattern

8.8.2.5 Test requirements

The Pd shall be above or equal to the limits for the Ec/N0 specified in table 8.18.
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8.8.4 Demodulation of RACH message in multipath fading case 3

8.8.4.1 Definition and applicability

The performance requirement of RACH in multipath fading case 3 is determined by the maximum Block Error Ratio
(BLER) allowed when the receiver input signal is at a specified Eb/N0 limit. The BLER is calculated for each of the
measurement channels supported by the base station.

The power on the preamble is set to meet or exceed the requirements on Pfa and Pd in subclauses 8.8.1 and 8.8.2. Only
one signature is used and it is known by the receiver.

The requirement in this subclause shall apply to base stations intended for general-purpose applications.

8.8.4.2 Conformance requirement

The BLER shall not exceed the limit for the Eb/N0 specified in table 8.22.

Table 8.22: Performance requirements in fading case 3 channel

Transport Block size TB
and TTI in frames

Eb/N0 for required
BLER < 10-1

Eb/N0 for required
BLER < 10-2

168 bits, TTI = 20 ms 7.4 dB 8.5 dB
360 bits, TTI = 20 ms 7.3 dB 8.3 dB

The reference for this requirement is TS 25.104 subclause 8.7.2.

8.8.4.3 Test purpose

The test shall verify the receiver’s ability to receive the test signal under multipath fading case 3 propagation conditions
with a BLER not exceeding a specified limit.

8.8.4.4 Method of test

8.8.4.4.1 Initial conditions

Test environment: normal; see subclause 4.4.1.

RF channels to be tested: B, M and T; see subclause 4.8

Preamble threshold factor: chosen to fulfil the requirements on Pfa and Pd in subclauses 8.8.1 and 8.8.2

1) Connect the BS tester generating the wanted signal, multipath fading simulators and AWGN generators to both
BS antenna connectors for diversity reception via a combining network as shown in annex B.

8.8.4.4.2 Procedure

1) Adjust the AWGN generator to -84 dBm/3.84 MHz at the BS input.

2) The characteristics of the wanted signal shall be configured according to the corresponding UL reference
measurement channel defined in annex A.

3)   The multipath fading emulators shall be configured according to the corresponding channel model defined in
annex D.

4)3) Adjust the equipment so that required Eb/N0 specified in table 8.22 is achieved. To achieve the specified
Eb/NO, the wanted signal level (of the message part) at the BS input should be adjusted to:
-84+10*Log10(TB/(TTI*3.84*106))+Eb/N0 [dBm]. The wanted signal levels during transmission (of the message
part) at the BS input for the specified Eb/N0 levels in table 8.22 is found in table 8.23.
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Table 8.23: Wanted signal levels (of the message part) during transmission in fading case 3 channel

Transport Block size TB
and TTI in frames

Wanted signal level
during transmission for

required BLER<10-1

Wanted signal level
during transmission

for required BLER<10-2

168 bits, TTI = 20 ms -103.2 dBm -102.1 dBm
360 bits, TTI = 20 ms -100 dBm -99 dBm

5)4) The test signal generator sends a preamble followed by the actual RACH message. This pattern is repeated
(see figure 8.5). The receiver tries to detect the preamble and the message. The block error rate is calculated for
the messages that have been decoded. Messages following undetected preambles shall not be taken into account
in the BLER measurement.

Preamble Message Preamble Message

Figure 8.5: RACH test signal pattern

8.8.4.5 Test requirements

The BLER measured according to subclause 8.8.4.4.2 shall not exceed the limits specified in table 8.22.
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8.8.2 RACH preamble detection in multipath fading case 3

8.8.2.1 Definition and applicability

The performance requirement of RACH for preamble detection in in multipath fading case 3 is determined by the two
parameters probability of false detection of the preamble (Pfa) and the probability of detection of preamble (Pd). The
performance is measured by the required Ec/N0 at probability of detection, Pd of 0.99 and 0.999. Pfa is defined as a
conditional probability of erroneous detection of the preamble when input is only noise (+interference). Pd is defined as
conditional probability of detection of the preamble when the signal is present. Pfa shall be 10-3 or less. Only one
signature is used and it is known by the receiver.

The requirement in this subclause shall apply to base stations intended for general-purpose applications.

8.8.2.2 Conformance requirement

The Pd shall be above or equal to the limits for the Ec/N0 specified in table 8.18.

Table 8.18: Preamble detection requirements in fading case 3 channel

Pd = 0.99 Pd = 0.999
Required Ec/N0 -15.5 dB -13.4 dB

The reference for this requirement is TS 25.104 subclause 8.7.1.

8.8.2.3 Test purpose

The test shall verify the receiver's ability to detect RACH preambles under multipath fading case 3 propagation
conditions.

8.8.2.4 Method of test

8.8.2.4.1 Initial conditions

Test environment: normal; see subclause 4.4.1.

RF channels to be tested: B, M and T; see subclause 4.8

1) Connect the BS tester generating the wanted signal, multipath fading simulators and AWGN generators to both
BS antenna connectors for diversity reception via a combining network as shown in annex B.

8.8.2.4.2 Procedure

1) Adjust the AWGN generator to -84 dBm/3.84 MHz at the BS input.

2) The characteristics of the wanted signal shall be configured according to the corresponding UL reference
measurement channel defined in annex A.

3)   The multipath fading emulators shall be configured according to the corresponding channel model defined in
annex D.

4)3) Adjust the equipment so that required Ec/N0 specified in table 8.18 is achieved. To achieve the specified
Ec/NO, the wanted signal level (of the preamble part) at the BS input should be adjusted to: -84+Ec/N0 [dBm].
The wanted signal levels during transmission (of the preamble part) at the BS input for the specified Ec/N0 levels
in table 8.18 is found in table 8.19.

Table 8.19: Wanted signal levels (of the preamble part) during transmission in fading case 3 channels

Pd = 0.99 Pd = 0.999
Wanted signal level during transmission -99.5 dBm -97,4 dBm
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5)4) The test signal generator sends a preamble and the receiver tries to detect the preamble. This pattern is
repeated. Preamble detection should be made only on those access slots a preamble has been sent in.

Preamble Preamble

Figure 8.3: RACH test signal pattern

8.8.2.5 Test requirements

The Pd shall be above or equal to the limits for the Ec/N0 specified in table 8.18.
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8.8.4 Demodulation of RACH message in multipath fading case 3

8.8.4.1 Definition and applicability

The performance requirement of RACH in multipath fading case 3 is determined by the maximum Block Error Ratio
(BLER) allowed when the receiver input signal is at a specified Eb/N0 limit. The BLER is calculated for each of the
measurement channels supported by the base station.

The power on the preamble is set to meet or exceed the requirements on Pfa and Pd in subclauses 8.8.1 and 8.8.2. Only
one signature is used and it is known by the receiver.

The requirement in this subclause shall apply to base stations intended for general-purpose applications.

8.8.4.2 Conformance requirement

The BLER shall not exceed the limit for the Eb/N0 specified in table 8.22.

Table 8.22: Performance requirements in fading case 3 channel

Transport Block size TB
and TTI in frames

Eb/N0 for required
BLER < 10-1

Eb/N0 for required
BLER < 10-2

168 bits, TTI = 20 ms 7.4 dB 8.5 dB
360 bits, TTI = 20 ms 7.3 dB 8.3 dB

The reference for this requirement is TS 25.104 subclause 8.7.2.

8.8.4.3 Test purpose

The test shall verify the receiver’s ability to receive the test signal under multipath fading case 3 propagation conditions
with a BLER not exceeding a specified limit.

8.8.4.4 Method of test

8.8.4.4.1 Initial conditions

Test environment: normal; see subclause 4.4.1.

RF channels to be tested: B, M and T; see subclause 4.8

Preamble threshold factor: chosen to fulfil the requirements on Pfa and Pd in subclauses 8.8.1 and 8.8.2

1) Connect the BS tester generating the wanted signal, multipath fading simulators and AWGN generators to both
BS antenna connectors for diversity reception via a combining network as shown in annex B.

8.8.4.4.2 Procedure

1) Adjust the AWGN generator to -84 dBm/3.84 MHz at the BS input.

2) The characteristics of the wanted signal shall be configured according to the corresponding UL reference
measurement channel defined in annex A.

3)   The multipath fading emulators shall be configured according to the corresponding channel model defined in
annex D.

4)3) Adjust the equipment so that required Eb/N0 specified in table 8.22 is achieved. To achieve the specified
Eb/NO, the wanted signal level (of the message part) at the BS input should be adjusted to:
-84+10*Log10(TB/(TTI*3.84*106))+Eb/N0 [dBm]. The wanted signal levels during transmission (of the message
part) at the BS input for the specified Eb/N0 levels in table 8.22 is found in table 8.23.
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Table 8.23: Wanted signal levels (of the message part) during transmission in fading case 3 channel

Transport Block size TB
and TTI in frames

Wanted signal level
during transmission for

required BLER<10-1

Wanted signal level
during transmission

for required BLER<10-2

168 bits, TTI = 20 ms -103.2 dBm -102.1 dBm
360 bits, TTI = 20 ms -100 dBm -99 dBm

5)4) The test signal generator sends a preamble followed by the actual RACH message. This pattern is repeated
(see figure 8.5). The receiver tries to detect the preamble and the message. The block error rate is calculated for
the messages that have been decoded. Messages following undetected preambles shall not be taken into account
in the BLER measurement.

Preamble Message Preamble Message

Figure 8.5: RACH test signal pattern

8.8.4.5 Test requirements

The BLER measured according to subclause 8.8.4.4.2 shall not exceed the limits specified in table 8.22.
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